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Hamilton Safe Launches Next Generation of Drive-Up System

New model combines quiet operation, integrated air power motor package, and weather-
resistant exterior.

Cincinnati (PRWEB) January 05, 2015 -- Hamilton Safe, a national leader in drive-up tube systems, has
combined the best features of two successful drive-up systems in a new model, the HA1000-XLR. Hamilton
Safe chose to upgrade the previous HA-45 and HA1000 drive-up system models with a system that would
enhance the usability and durability of both, optimized for use in banking, pharmaceutical and retail
applications. The stainless steel system integrates improved functionality including an integrated air power
motor package and dual user input locations in a sleek and weather-resistant exterior.

The HA1000-XLR will offer customers integrated audio with microphone, speaker, and call of service with an
optional video mounting, one-way and two-way video. The system also offers dual user input for consumers in
various sized vehicles. As organizations look to shrink their physical footprint, the HA1000-XLR offers a
smaller footprint for fitting in tight spaces and small islands.

One of the largest physical security manufactures in the United States, Hamilton Safe’s HA1000-XLR is
available in both upsend and downsend. Integrated audio and a new integrated air power motor package provide
easy service access, quiet operation for improved communication, and reduce down time.

Notably, the HA1000-XLR’s stainless steel and composite exterior resists rusting, chipping and fading, with an
optional extreme weather upgrade providing increased corrosion resistance.

“Our goal was to streamline our two most popular drive-up systems, the HA1000 and the HA-45. Our result,
the HA1000-XLR, is the perfect hybrid of the two legendary models, combining the best of both into one
footprint,” said John Haining, president of Hamilton Safe.

To learn more, visit http://www.hamiltonsafe.com.

Hamilton Safe
Hamilton Safe is a wholly owned subsidiary of Gunnebo Group. Based in Montgomery, Ohio, Hamilton Safe
operates five manufacturing facilities throughout the Cincinnati metro area containing more than 350,000
square ft. of space. Hamilton Safe has grown to become one of the largest manufacturers of physical security
products, pneumatic tube systems and audio/video systems in North America. Hamilton Safe’s website is
www.hamiltonsafe.com.

Gunnebo Security Group
Gunnebo is a global security group offering a wide range of services, products and solutions. The Group has
sales companies in 33 countries as well as Channel Partners in a further 100 markets. Gunnebo’s offering
within cash handling, safes and vaults, entrance security, electronic security and security services is developed
in close collaboration with customers and business partners worldwide. Gunnebo Security Group’s website is
www.gunnebo.com.
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Contact Information
Sue Richardson
Willow Marketing
http://www.willowmarketing.com/
+1 (317) 333-8927

Lilkeisha Smith
Hamilton Safe
http://www.hamiltonsafe.com/
(513) 773-0015

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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